About the artist

Dale Harris possesses many strings to his bow so to speak: he is a professional solo classical
guitarist, Doctor of Musicology (PhD), an in-demand electric guitarist and session player,
baroque lutenist and, for fun, he is a Beatle-George Harrison and a Mark Knopfler of Dire Straits
impersonator in touring tribute bands. One thing that is for certain is that Dale Harris has
constantly been involved in many aspects of music for all of his life.

An English guitarist whose transcriptions of works such as Richard Wagner’s German opera
‘Tristan And Isolde’ and Queen’s ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ are fast contributing to Dale’s
reputation as a heavyweight arranger-performer in the solo-guitar world. Dale has performed
with The Lorne Gibson Trio, Roland Chadwick, in Concertos with orchestras, and with Sir Cliff
Richard.

His lute playing was featured in Simon Sharma's Shakespeare' (Aired BBC TV 22-June & 29
June 2012). Dale has also reviewed lute music recordings for the Lute Society of GB. His guitar
music was used in a promotional advert for BP British Petrolium.

As a teacher and university lecturer in music, Dale is proud to have the opportunity to share his
experience with a wide range of students working alongside schools and area-arts
organizations. Moreover, Dale has taught lessons and workshops for students at University at
under- and post-graduate levels.

Dale studied musicology and authored a PhD thesis 'Cryptograms In The Music Of Alban Berg'
under the supervision of world-leading expert on Viennese music Douglas Jarman. Dale
discovered a hitherto unknown encipherment technique encoded into the music and he could
reverse-engineer the cipher to reveal the source of the 'messages'. Dale successfully supported
his claims in verbal examination by composer and author Geoffrey Poole (who previously held
the next 'best guess' as to the root of Berg's ciphers) and the latter endorsed Dale theories as
having finally 'cracked the code'.
You can read further information about Dale Harris at: www.dale-harris.com
CD’s and MP3’s are available at many music outlets including:
iTunes and Amazon.

